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What is this? 
Pair the words with the right sentence.

1) Bottle  Gives energy to make electrical things work

2) Can  For storing pizzas

3) Newspaper  For watching your favourite program

4) Paper  Used for storing jam and marmalade

5) Cardboard box  For talking and sending sms’ to friends

6) Battery  Made of metal and used for drinks

7) Plastic  Used to make cars and is very hard

8) Metal  Made of glass and used for drinks

9) Mobile phone  Has many uses fx as bottles, ice cream containers, pipes etc.

10) Television  For  writing on

11) Pizza box  Where we read the news

12) Glass jar  Made of hard paper and used for storing things

Read the text. Use the words in the answer bank to fill in the 
blank spaces with the correct words.

The three R’s – Reduce, Reuse and Recycle
Some of the important ways to prevent our garbage from harming the 
Earth are to reduce, reuse and recycle our garbage. We call it the three R’s. 
When we think of ways to reuse our things or when we collect it for the 
recycling bin instead of throwing it in the garbage bin, we can keep our 
_______________ (including the air, water and soil) healthy. For example, 
when we recycle, less garbage will pile up in those big holes in the ground, 
called _____________ or have to get burned off in the ovens, called 
_____________.

In addition, when we reuse our old things instead of buying new products, 
like reusing an old jelly jar as a pencilholder, we help keep the air clean. 
In other words, because we’re reusing our old products, factories don’t 
have to make as many new products. This will save energy and reduce the 
amount of ____________ that factories release into the air.

Answer  
Bank

bags

environment

houses

landfills

incinerators

soap bubbles

pollution

area
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